At the end of last year (following their usual three-year cycle), Nintendo released a new generation of Pokémon games for their latest portable console, the Nintendo 3DS. This time, their new entry in the series spectacularly destroyed several sales records, becoming the most pre-ordered game in Nintendo's history. And of course, along with a new Pokémon title, there are always several things that follow suit, such as a new season of the long running anime, a flood of cheapo toys, and datamining the latest games into oblivion. This article is not about the anime or the datamining; rather, it’s about one of the cheapo toys.

The two new games, Pokémon Sun and Pokémon Moon, focus on a series of four islands known as Alola in the middle of the ocean. Alola is totally not Hawaii.1 The game opens with a cutscene of a mysterious girl holding a bag and running away from several other mysterious figures. Near the beginning of the game, the player character runs into this mystery girl, known as Lillie, as she runs up to a bridge, and a rare Pokémon named Nebby pops out of the bag and refuses to go back in. It shudders in fear on the bridge as it's harried by a pack of birds—sorry, Flying type—Pokémon. The player character runs up to protect the Pokémon, but instead gets pecked at mercilessly.

Nebby responds by blowing up the bridge. The player and Nebby fall to their certain doom, only to be saved by the Guardian Pokémon of the island, Tapu Koko, who grabs them right before they hit the bottom of the ravine. Tapu Koko flies up to where Lillie is watching in awe, and delivers the pair along with an ugly stone that happens to have a well-defined Z shape on it. This sparkling stone is crafted by the kahuna of the island2 into what is known as a Z-Ring. So obviously there’s a toy of this.

In the game, the Z-Ring is an ugly, bulky stone bracelet given to random 11-year old children. You shove sparkling Z-Crystals onto it, and it lets you activate special Z-Powers on your Pokémon, unlocking super-special-ultimate Z-Moves to devastate an opponent. In real life, the Z-Ring is an ugly, bulky plastic bracelet given to random 11-year old children. You shove plastic Z-Crystals onto it, and it plays super-compressed audio as lights flash, and the ring vibrates a bit. More importantly, when you activate a Z-Power in-game, it somehow signals the physical Z-Ring to play the associated sound, regardless of which cheap plastic polyhedron you have inserted into it at the time. How does it communicate? Some people speculated about whether the interface was Bluetooth LE or a custom wireless communication protocol, but I have not seen anyone else reverse it. I decided to dig in myself.

The toy is rather overpriced compared to its build quality, but, having seen one at a store recently, I decided to pick it up and take a look. After all, I’d done only minimal hardware reversing, and this seemed to be a good excuse to do more. The package included the Z-Ring bracelet, three Z-Crystals, and a little Pikachu toy. Trying to unbox it, I discovered that the packaging was horrendous. It’s difficult to remove all of the components without breaking anything. I feel sorry for all of the kids who got this for Christmas and then promptly broke off Pikachu’s tail as they eagerly tried to remove it from the plastic.

---

1 Yes it is.
2 Did I mention that we’re not in Hawaii? I was lying.
The bracelet itself has slots on the sides to hold six Z-Crystals and one on the top that has the signature giant Z around it. The slot on the top has three pogo pins, which connect to pads on a Z-Crystal. The center of these is GND, with one pin being used to light the LED through a series resistor (R1, 56 Ω) and the other pin being used to sense an identity resistor (R2, 18 kΩ for green).

It also has a tri-state switch on the side. One setting (Mode I) is for synchronizing to a 3DS, another (Mode II) is for role-play and synchronizes with six tracks on the Sun/Moon soundtrack, and the final (neutral) setting is the closest thing it has to an off mode. A button on the side will still light up the device in the neutral setting, presumably for store demo reasons.

My first step in trying to reverse engineer the device was figuring out how to pair it with my 3DS. Having beaten my copy of Pokémon Sun already, I presumably had obtained anything needed in-game to pair with the device, but there was no explicit mention of the toy in-game. Included in the toy’s packaging were two tiny pamphlets, one of which was an instruction manual. However, the instruction manual was extremely minimal and mostly just described how to use the toy on its own. The only thing I could find about the 3DS interface was an instruction to turn up the 3DS volume and set the audio to stereo. There was also a little icon of headphones with a line through them. I realized that it didn’t pair with the 3DS at all. It was sound-triggered!

I pulled out my 3DS, loaded up the game, and tried using a Z-Power in-game with the associated Z-Crystal inserted into the top of the toy. Sure enough, with the sound all the way up, the Z-Ring activated and synchronized with what the game was doing.

Now that I knew I’d need to record audio from the game, I pulled up Audacity on my laptop and started recording game audio from the speakers. Expecting the audio to be in ultrasonic range, I cranked up the sample rate to 96 kHz (although whether or not my laptop microphone can actually detect sound above 22 kHz is questionable) and stared at it in Audacity’s spectrogram mode. Although I saw a few splotches at the top of the audible range, playing them back did not trigger the Z-Ring at all. However, playing back the whole recording did. I tried playing subsets of the sample until I found portions that triggered the Z-Ring. As I kept cropping the audio shorter and shorter, I finally found what I was looking for. The trigger wasn’t ultrasonic. It was in fact completely audible.

When you activate a Z-Power in the game, a short little jingle always plays. I had previously assumed that the jingle was just for flavor, but when I looked at it, there were several distinctive lines on the spectrogram. The very beginning of the jingle included seven different tones, so I tried playing back that section. Sure enough, the Z-Ring activated. I cropped it down to the first four tones, and the Z-Ring would reliably activate and play a specific sample whenever I played the audio back. Rearranging the tones, I got it to play back a different sample. That was how to signal the toy, but now the task was finding all of the samples stored on the Z-Ring without dumping the ROM.

Looking at the recording in the spectrogram, it was pretty clear that the first tone, which lasts all of 40 milliseconds and is a few hundred hertz lower than the rest of the signal, is a marker indicating that the next few tones describe which sample to play back. I quickly reconstructed the four tones as just sine waves in Audacity to test my hypothesis, and sure enough, I was able to trigger the tones using the constructed signal as well. However, that was a tedious process and did not lend itself to being able to explore and document all of the tone combinations. I knew I needed to write some software to help me quickly change the tones, so I could document all the combinations. Since it looked as if the signal was various combinations of approximately four different frequencies, it would take some exploration to get everything.

I’m lazy and didn’t feel like writing a tone generator and hooking it up to an audio output device and going through all of the steps I’d need to get sine waves of programmatically-defined frequencies to come out of my computer. However, I’m a special kind of lazy, and I really appreciate irony. The game is for the 3DS, right? What system is
Pokémon famous for originating on? The original Game Boy, a platform with hardware for generating audible tones! Whereas the 3DS also has a microphone, the audio communication is only used in one direction. Perfect!

Now, I’d never written a program for the Game Boy, but I had implemented a Game Boy emulator. Fixing bugs on an emulator requires debugging both the emulator and the emulated software at the same time, so I’m quite familiar with the Game Boy’s unique variant of Z80, making the barrier of entry significantly lower than I thought it would be. I installed Rednex GameBoy Development System,\(^3\) one of the two most popular toolchains for compiling Game Boy homebrew ROMs, and wrote a few hundred lines of assembly. I figured the Game Boy’s audio channel 3, which uses 32-sample wavetables of four-bit audio, would be my best chance to approximate a sine wave. After a bit of experimenting, I managed to get it to create the right tones. But the first obstacle to playing back these tones properly was the timing. The first tone plays for 40 milliseconds, and the remaining tones each last 20 milliseconds. A frame on the GB is roughly 16 milliseconds long, so I couldn’t synchronize on frame boundaries, yet I found a busy loop to be impractical. (Yes, GB games often use busy loops for timing-sensitive operations.) Fortunately, the GB has a built-in timer that can fire an interrupt after a given number of cycles, so, after a bit of math, I managed to get the timing right. Success! I could play back a series of tones from a table in RAM with the right timing and the right frequencies.

Sure enough, when I played this back in an emulator, the Z-Ring activated! The ROM plays the tones upon boot and had no user interface for configuring which tones to play, but recompiling the ROM was fast enough that it wasn’t really an issue.

The natural next step was uploading the program to a real Game Boy. I quickly installed the program onto a flash cart that I had purchased while developing the emulator. I booted up my original Game Boy, the tones played, and... the Z-Ring did not activate. No matter how many times I restarted the program, the tones would not activate the Z-Ring. I recorded the audio it was playing, and the tones were right. I was utterly confused until I looked a bit closer at the recording: the signal was getting quieter with every subsequent tone. I thought that this must be a bug in the hardware, as the Game Boy’s audio hardware is notorious for having different quirks between models and even CPU revisions. I tried turning off the audio channel and turning it back on again a few cycles later to see if that fixed anything. It still worked in the emulator, so I put it back on the flash cart, and this time it worked! I could consistently trigger one of the samples I’d seen, but some of the other ones seemed to randomly select one of three tones to play. Something wasn’t quite right with my tone generation, so I decided to halve the sample period, which would give me more leeway to finely adjust the frequency. This didn’t appear to help at all, unfortunately. Scoping out all of the combinations of the tones I thought were in range yielded about 30 responses out of the 64 combinations I tried. Unfortunately, many of the responses appeared to be the same, and many of them weren’t consistent. Additionally, samples I knew the Z-Ring had were not triggered by any of these combinations. Clearly something was wrong.

I needed a source of several unique known-good signals, so I scoured YouTube and found an “All Z-Moves” video. Sure enough, it triggered from the Z-Ring a bunch of reactions I hadn’t seen yet. Taking a closer look, I saw that the signal was actually all seven tones (not four), so extending the program to use seven tones suddenly yielded much more consistent results. Great! The bad news was that beyond the first, fixed tone, there were four variations of each subsequent tone, leading to a total of 4\(^6\) combinations. That’s 4,096. That’s a lot to scope out. I decided to take another route and catalog ev-
ery signal in the video as a known pattern. I could try other signals later. Slowly, I went through the video and found every trigger. It seemed that there were two separate commands per move: one was for the initial half of the scene, where the Pokémon is “surrounded by Z-Power,” and then the actual Z-Move was a separate signal. Unfortunately, three of the former signals had been unintentionally cropped from the video, leaving me with holes in my data. Sitting back and looking at the data, I started noticing patterns. I had numbered each tone from 0 (the lowest) to 3 (the highest), and every single one of the first 15 signals (one for each of the 18 Pokémon types in-game, minus the three missing types) ended with a 3. Some of the latter 18 (the associated Z-Powers per type) ended with a 1, but most ended with a 3. I wasn’t quite sure what that meant until I saw that other tones were either a 0 or a 2, and the remainder were either a 1 or a 3. Each tone encoded only one bit, and they were staggered to make sure the adjacent bits were differentiable!

This reduced the number of possibilities from over four thousand to a more manageable sixty-four. It also lent itself to an easy sorting technique, with the last bit being MSB and the first being LSB. As I sorted the data, I noticed that the first 18 fell neatly into the in-game type ordering, leaving three holes for the missing types, and the next 18 all sorted identically. This let me fill in the holes and left me with 36 of the 64 combinations already filled in. I also found 11 special, Pokémon-specific (instead of type-specific) Z-Moves, giving me 47 total signals and 17 holes left. As I explored the remaining holes, I found five audio samples of Pikachu saying different things, and the other 12 didn’t correspond to anything I recognized.

In the process, I added a basic user interface to the Game Boy program that lets you either select from the presets or set the tones manually. Given the naming scheme of these Z-Crystals (for any given type or Pokémon, it would basically just be Typium-Z, e.g. Fire becomes Firium-Z), I naturally decided to name it Phreakium-Z.4

I thought I had found all of the Z-Ring’s sound triggers, but it was pointed out to me while I was preparing to publish my results that the official soundtrack release had six “Z-Ring Synchronized” tracks that interfaced with the Z-Ring. I had already purchased the soundtrack, so I took a look and tried playing back the tracks with the Z-Ring nearby. Nothing happened. More importantly, the distinctive jingle of the 5 kHz tones was completely absent from the tracks. So what was I missing? I tried switching it from Mode I into Mode II, and the Z-Ring lit up, perfectly synchronizing with the music. But where were the triggers? There was nothing visible in the 4–6 kHz range this time around. Although I could clip portions of tracks down to specific triggers, I couldn’t see anything in the spectrogram until I expanded the visible range all the way up to 20 kHz. This time the triggers were indeed ultrasonic or very nearly so.

Human hearing caps out at approximately 20 kHz, but most adults can only hear up to about 15 kHz. The sample rates of sound devices are typically no greater than 48 kHz, allowing the production of frequencies up to 24 kHz, including only a narrow band of ultrasonic frequencies. Given the generally poor quality of speakers at extremely high frequencies, you can imagine my surprise when I saw a very clear signal at around 19 kHz.

4git clone https://github.com/endrift/phreakium-z; unzip pocorgtfo14.pdf phreakium-z.zip
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Zooming in, I saw the distinctive pattern of a lower, longer initial tone followed by several staggered data tones. However, this time it was a 9-bit signal, with a 60 ms initial tone at exactly 18.5 kHz and a 20 ms gap between the bits. Unfortunately, 18 kHz is well above the point at which I can get any fine adjustments in the Game Boy’s audio output, so I needed to shift gears and actually write something for the computer. At first I wrote something quick in Rust, but this proved to be a bit tedious. I realized I could make something quite a bit more portable: a JavaScript web interface using WebAudio.

After narrowing down the exact frequencies used in the tones and debugging the JavaScript (as it turns out, I’ve gotten quite rusty), I whipped up a quick interface that I could use to explore commands. After all, 512 commands is quite a bit more than the 64 from Mode I.

Despite being a larger number of combinations, 512 was still a reasonable number to explore in a few hours. After I got the WebAudio version working consistently, I added the ability to take a number from 0 to 511 and output the correspondingly indexed tone, and I began documenting the individual responses generated. At first I was getting oddly erratic sequences, until I realized that I was parsing a base 10 number as a base 16 index. With that fixed, everything fell into place. I noticed that the first 64 indices of the 512 were in fact identical to the 64 Mode I tones, so that was quick to document. Once I got past the initial 64, I noticed that the responses from the Z-Ring no longer corresponded to game actions but were instead more granular single actions. For example, instead of a sequence of vibrations and light colors that corresponded to the animation of a Z-Move in game, a response included only one sound effect coupled with one lighting effect or one lighting effect with one vibration effect. There was also a series of sound effects that did not appear in Mode I and that seemed to be linked to individual Pokémon types. Many of the responses seemed randomly ordered, almost as though the developers had added the commands ad hoc without realizing that ordering similar responses would be sensible. Huge swaths of the command set ended up being the Cartesian product of a light color with a vibration effect. This ended up being enough of the command set that I was able to document the remainder of the commands within only a handful of hours.

Most of the individual commands weren’t interesting, but I did find eight additional Pikachu voice samples and a rather interesting command that — when played two or three times in a row — kicked the Z-Ring into what appeared to be a diagnostic mode. It performed a series of vibrations followed by a series of tones unique to this response, after which the Z-Ring stopped responding to commands. After a few seconds, the light on the bottom, which is completely undocumented in the manual and had not illuminated before, started blinking, and the light on top turned red. However, it still didn’t respond to any commands. Eventually I discovered that switching it to the neutral mode would change the light to blue for a few seconds, and then the toy would revert to a usable state. I’m still unsure of whether this was a diagnostic mode, a program upload mode, or something completely different.

By this point I’d put in several hours over a few days into figuring out every nook and cranny of this device. Having become bored with it, I decided to bite the bullet and disassemble the hardware. I found inside a speaker, a microphone, a motor with a lopsided weight for generating the vibrations, and a PCB. The PCB, although rather densely populated, did not contain many interesting components other than an epoxy blob labeled U1, an MX25L8006E flash chip labeled U2, and some test points. You will find a dump of this ROM attached.

6 unzip pocorgtfo14.pdf zring-flash.bin
These are the 512 commands of the Z-Ring.